
The Caring Suite™ Experience

What is the Caring Suite™?
The Caring Suite is an imaging suite designed expressly to reduce  

claustrophobia and sedation in MRI, improve patient experience and  

improve workflow. With a tap of a finger, patients and caregivers  

can instantly personalize the suite’s Nature Theme video or movie,  

lighting hue and music to help patients feel more relaxed and in 

control.

Who is the Caring Suite  for?
The Caring Suite is for all patients; however, the suite has been 

shown to specifically help MRI patients who experience anxiety and  

claustrophobia. Several Caring MR Suite® sites have reported that 

patients who have not been able to tolerate a standard MRI suite, 

have had a successful scan with the Caring MR Suite.

How does the Caring Suite help patients relax?
The following features play a large role in the Caring Suite’s

ability to calm patients:

1. Control - to ease anxiety

2. Personalization - to fit moods and preferences

3. Nature imagery - to calm and help patients heal more quickly,  

    with less medication

4. Choice - to enhance positive sensory absorption

Your best patient experience - Now better than ever 
Frequently Asked Questions

[Your Logo Here]

PDC’s Caring MR Suite® distracts the patient 
while giving them a sense of control, creating a 
patient experience one won’t forget!

Scan to learn more about the Caring Suite

https://www.pdcbiz.com/caring-mri-suites-caring-suites/
http://pdcbiz.com
https://www.pdcbiz.com/products/caring-mr-suite-and-caring-suite/?utm_source=patientfaqs_flyer&utm_medium=web_flyer&utm_campaign=caringsuite


For more information about the
Caring Suite™ please contact
[insert contact information].

What makes the Caring MR Suite® different?
The Caring MR Suite is the first MRI suite to be able to offer a  

Ceiling Video Display and the power to truly personalize the suite’s  

video, lighting and music. The Caring MR Suite is also one of the 

first MRI suites to offer a goggle-free MRI in-bore viewing solution.  

What are the benefits of the Caring Suite?
Caring Suite users report improved patient experience and less  

need for sedation, less failed scans and less patient movement  

during a scan, and even patient motion is no small matter. A  

recent Harborview study finds the potential cost of patient motion 

to be $115,000 per scanner per year. Survey Results indicate 94% of  

patients report an “Excellent” experience. Furthermore, 100% of  

patients who report high MRI anxiety would “Highly Recommend” 

the Caring MR Suite® experience. Scan below to learn more about 

the best MRI experience. 

 

Will patients be able to watch the Nature Theme video 
during their MRI scan?
With our In-Bore Viewing Video Display or with procedures where 

the patient’s head is outside the bore, patients will be able to watch 

the Nature Theme video for the entirety of the scan.

What do the Nature Themes consist of?
Nature Themes feature original 4K and HD nature video created 

specifically to improve patient experience. Themes are paired with 

soothing music and a lighting hue that can be easily personalized. 

Scan the QR code below to visit our Themes page to preview Theme  

Videos and Image Ceiling Themes. Patients can request a music style 

or bring in music on a compatible smart phone, MP3 player or CD.

Frequently Asked Questions Continued...

[Your Logo Here]

Name of Institution
Address Line 1

Address Line 2

E-mail Address   |   webaddress.com

Scan & Click on “Video” to see Video Themes

Scan to View Testimonials

8 ways to the Best MRI Experience

https://healthimaging.com/topics/artificial-intelligence/patient-motion-during-mri-proves-be-costly-conundrum
https://healthimaging.com/topics/artificial-intelligence/patient-motion-during-mri-proves-be-costly-conundrum
https://www.pdcbiz.com/product-themes/?utm_source=patientfaqs_flyer&utm_medium=web_flyer&utm_campaign=faqs
https://www.pdcbiz.com/testimonials/?utm_source=patientfaqs_flyer&utm_medium=web_flyer&utm_campaign=testmonials
https://www.pdcbiz.com/8-ways-to-the-best-patient-mri-experience/?utm_source=patientfaqs_flyer&utm_medium=web_flyer&utm_campaign=8%20ways

